1 Abstract 1
where Ω and S are the volume and wake surface integral, re-203 spectively. Note that this is an instantaneous measure and it's 204 often of interest to look at the time averaged results. By time 205 averaging eq. (2), the volume integral goes to zero. Remem-206 bering that the time average of a square term is defined as
where ξ is a flow variable such as pressure or velocity, ξ denotes work, the viscous term is orders of magnitude smaller than any 217 other term and is therefore omitted. The total time-averaged 218 drag can then be expressed in a wake plane as
where CP tot refers to the total pressure coefficient and the sub- 
The drag computed by the local drag equation contains a con-225 tribution from the ground which in this case was found to be 226 small, approximately −2 CD counts. the flow can be decomposed as
where φi(r) is the i-th POD mode and ai(t) is the mode coefficients containing the temporal information. X is the space and time dependent flow variables arranged as
with n data points and m snapshots. In this work, the matrix 246 X contains the pressures on the base as well as pressures and 247 velocities in the three wake planes. In all the presented results 248 the POD mode of pressure is presented. The objective of POD 249 is to find the basis vectors that optimally represent the data in 250 a L 2 sense. In other words, the method seeks to find the best 251 representation of the original data using the least amount of 252 modes. This can be solved by solving the eigenvalue problem
where the modes are calculated as
This is often referred to as the classical POD method. Not-
255
ing that XX T ∈ R n×n , this method can quickly become pro- 
for the i-th modes. Each mode is normalised to length 1 before with itself is the same as the RMS value of that signal squared.
311
It can be convenient to normalise the two-point correlation to The results for each configuration are presented and discussed 319 in this section, with main focus on the 0°-and 5.0°-yaw cases.
320
The 0°-yaw flow condition is presented and discussed first fol-321 lowed by 5.0°-yaw.
322
The lowest drag configuration without side wind is the smooth shear layer. This mode is shown in Figure 21 and has it's peak Figure 22 shows the fourth mode for configuration C and, due gest that configuration B could benefit from hindering the side 476 to side interaction, and more so than the other configurations.
477
The anti-symmetric or side to side wake movement has been 478 linked to drag, Ahmed et al. [25] showed that the drag on a 479 bluff body could be reduced by placing a vertical splitter plate 480 along the symmetry line to hinder the side to side interaction 481 in the wake. found in the first ten modes for the other configurations at yaw.
552
It should be noted that the current modal investigation was The modal energy is especially large for the high energy modes 561 associated with the windward shear layer when at yaw.
562
The peak frequency of the shear layer modes was reduced when 563 adding a kick, compared to smooth extensions or no extensions. 
